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Abstract. Augmented reality (AR) is a technology in which a user's view of the real world

is enhanced or augmented with additional information generated from a computer model.

Using AR technology, users can interact with a combination of real and virtual objects in

a natural way. This paradigm constitutes the core of a very promising new technology for

many applications. However, before it can be applied successfully, AR has to ful�ll very strong

requirements including precise calibration, registration and tracking of sensors and objects in

the scene, as well as a detailed overall understanding of the scene.

At ECRC we see computer vision and image processing technology play an increasing role

in acquiring appropriate sensor and scene models. To balance robustness with automation,

we integrate automatic image analysis with both interactive user assistance and input from

magnetic trackers and CAD-models. Also, in order to meet the requirements of the emerging

global information society, future human-computer interaction will be highly collaborative

and distributed. We thus conduct research pertaining to distributed and collaborative use of

AR technology. We have demonstrated our work in several prototype applications, such as

collaborative interior design, and collaborative mechanical repair. This paper describes our

approach to AR with examples from applications, as well as the underlying technology.



1 Introduction

Augmented reality (AR) is a technology in which a user's view of the real world is enhanced or

augmented with additional information generated from a computer model. The enhancement may

consist of virtual artifacts to be �tted into the environment, or a display of non-geometric informa-

tion about existing real objects. AR allows a user to work with and examine real 3D objects, while

receiving additional information about those objects or the task at hand. By exploiting people's

visual and spatial skills, AR brings information into the user's real world rather than pulling the

user into the computer's virtual world. Using AR technology, users can thus interact with a mixed

virtual and real world in a natural way. This paradigm for user interaction and information visu-

alization constitutes the core of a very promising new technology for many applications. However,

real applications impose very strong demands on AR technology that cannot yet be met. Some of

such demands are listed below.

{ In order to combine real and virtual worlds seamlessly so that the virtual objects align well with

the real ones, we need very precise models of the user's environment and how it is sensed. It is

essential to determine the location and the optical properties of the viewer (or camera) and the

display, i.e: we need to calibrate all devices, register them and all objects in a global coordinate

system, and track them over time when the user moves and interacts with the scene.

{ Realistic merging of virtual objects with a real scene requires that objects behave in physi-

cally plausible manners when they are manipulated, i.e: they occlude or are occluded by real

objects, they are not able to move through other objects, and they are shadowed or indirectly

illuminated by other objects while also casting shadows themselves. To enforce such physical

interaction constraints between real and virtual objects, the AR-system needs to have a very

detailed description of the physical scene.

{ In order to create the illusion of an AR interface it is required to present the virtual objects

with a high degree of realism, and to build user interfaces with a high degree of immersion.

Convincing interaction and information visualization techniques are still very much a research

issue. In top of that, for multi-user applications in the context of AR it is necessary to address

the distribution and sharing of virtual environments, the support for user collaboration and

awareness, and the connection between local and remote AR installations.

At ECRC we see computer vision and image processing technology { although still relatively

brittle and slow { play an increasing role in acquiring appropriate sensor and scene models. Rather

than using the video signal merely as a backdrop on which virtual objects are shown, we explore

the use of image understanding techniques to calibrate, register and track cameras and objects and

to extract the three-dimensional structure of the scene. To balance robustness with automation, we

integrate automatic image analysis with interactive user assistance and with input from magnetic

trackers and CAD-models.

In our approach to AR we combine computer-generated graphics with a live video signal from a

camera to produce an enhanced view of a real scene, which is then displayed on a standard video

monitor. We track user motion and provide basic pointing capabilities in form of a 3D pointing

device with an attached magnetic tracker, as shown in Figure 6. This su�ces in our application

scenarios to demonstrate how AR can be used to query information about objects in the real world.

For the manipulation of virtual objects, we use mouse-based interaction in several related 2D views

of the scene on the screen.



At ECRC, we conduct research pertaining to distributed and collaborative use of AR technology.

Considering the growing global information society, we expect an increasing demand for collabora-

tive use of highly interactive computer technology over networks. Our emphasis lies on providing

interaction concepts and distribution technology for users who collaboratively explore augmented

realities, both locally immersed and remotely in the form of a telepresence.

We have demonstrated our work in several prototype applications, such as collaborative interior

design, and collaborative mechanical repair. This paper describes our approach to AR with examples

from applications, as well as the underlying technology.

2 Previous Work

Research in augmented reality is a recent but expanding area of research. We briey summarize

the research conducted to date. Baudel and Beaudouin-Lafon [8] have looked at the problem of

controlling certain objects (e.g., cursors on a presentation screen) through the use of free hand

gestures. Feiner et al. [15] have used augmented reality in a laser printer maintenance task. In this

example, the augmented reality system aids the user in the steps required to open the printer and

replace various parts. Wellner [43] has demonstrated an augmented reality system for o�ce work

in the form of a virtual desktop on a physical desk. He interacts on this physical desk both with

real and virtual documents. Bajura et al. [5] have used augmented reality in medical applications in

which the ultrasound imagery of a patient is superimposed on the patient's video image. Lorensen

et al. [31] use an augmented reality system in surgical planning applications. Milgram, Drascic et

al. [36, 14] use augmented reality with computer generated stereo graphics to perform telerobotics

tasks. Caudell and Mizell [11] describe the application of augmented reality to manual manufacturing

processes. Fournier [16] has posed the problems associated with illumination in combining synthetic

images with images of real scenes.

The utilization of computer vision in AR has depended upon the requirements of particular

applications. Deering [12] has explored the methods required to produce accurate high resolution

head-tracked stereo display in order to achieve sub-centimeter virtual to physical registration. Azuma

and Bishop [4], and Janin et al. [28] describe techniques for calibrating a see-through head-mounted

display. Gottschalk and Hughes [20] present a method for auto-calibrating tracking equipment used

in AR and VR. Gleicher and Witkin [18] state that their through-the-lens controls may be used to

register 3D models with objects in images. More recently, Bajura and Neumann [6] have addressed

the issue of dynamic calibration and registration in augmented reality systems. They use a closed-

loop system which measures the registration error in the combined images and tries to correct the

3D pose errors. Grimson et al. [23, 22] have explored vision techniques to automate the process of

registering medical data to a patient's head using segmented CT or MRI data and range data. In a

related project, Mellor [35] recently developed a real-time object and camera calibration algorithm

that calculates the relationship between the coordinate systems of an object, a geometric model,

and the image plane of a camera. Uenohara and Kanade [42] have developed techniques for tracking

2D image features, such as �ducial marks on a patient's leg, in real time using special hardware to

correlate a�ne projections of small images areas between images. Peria et al. [37] use specialized

optical tracking devices (calibrated plates with LEDs attached to medical equipment) to track an

ultrasound probe and register it with SPECT data. Betting et al. [10] as well as Henri et al. [25] use

stereo data to align a patient's head with MRI or CT data.



3 Application Scenarios

We have developed a comprehensive system, Grasp, which we have used as the basis for our appli-

cation demonstrations. This section discusses two examples as well as other potential applications.

The next sections describe in detail the Grasp system and the research issues that we focus on.

3.1 Collaborative Interior Design

Fig. 1. Augmented room showing a real table with a real telephone and a virtual lamp, surrounded by two

virtual chairs. Note that the chairs are partially occluded by the real table while the virtual lamp occludes

the table.

The scenario for the interior design application[2] assumes an o�ce manager who is working with

an interior designer on the layout of a room. The o�ce manager intends to order furniture for the

room. On a computer monitor they both see a picture of the real room from the viewpoint of the

camera. By interacting with various manufacturers over a network, they select furniture by querying

databases using a graphical paradigm. The system provides descriptions and pictures of furniture

that is available from the various manufactures who have made models available in their databases.

Pieces or groups of furniture that meet certain requirements such as colour, manufacturer, or price

may be requested. The users choose pieces from this \electronic catalogue" and 3D renderings of

this furniture appear on the monitor along with the view of the room. The furniture is positioned

using a 3D mouse. Furniture can be deleted, added, and rearranged until the users are satis�ed with

the result; they view these pieces on the monitor as they would appear in the actual room. As they

move the camera they can see the furnished room from di�erent points of view.



The users can consult with colleagues at remote sites who are running the same system. Users

at remote sites manipulate the same set of furniture using a static picture of the room that is being

designed. Changes by one user are seen instantaneously by all of the others, and a distributed locking

mechanism ensures that a piece of furniture is moved by only one user at a time. In this way groups

of users at di�erent sites can work together on the layout of the room (see �gure 1). The group can

record a list of furniture and the layout of that furniture in the room for future reference.

3.2 Collaborative Mechanical Repair

Fig. 2. Augmented engine

In the mechanical maintance and repair scenario [30], a mechanic is assisted by an AR system while

examining and repairing a complex engine. The system presents a variety of information to the

mechanic, as shown in Figure 2. Annotations identify the name of parts, describe their function, or

present other important information like maintenance or manufacturing records. The user interacts

with the real object in its natural setting with a pointing device monitored by the computer. As the

mechanic points to a speci�c part of the engine, the AR system displays computer-generated lines

and text (annotations) that describe the visible components or give the user hints about the object.

Queries with the pointing device on the real-world object may be used to add and delete annotation

tags. Since we also track the engine, the annotations move with the engine as its orientation changes.

The lines attaching the annotation tags with the engine follow the appropriate visible components,

allowing the user to easily identify the di�erent parts as the view of the engine changes. The mechanic

can also bene�t from the assistance of a remote expert who can control what information is displayed

on the mechanic's AR system.



4 System Infrastructure

The Grasp system [1] forms the central core of our e�orts to keep the graphics and visual scene

in alignment and to provide an interactive three-dimensional interface. Figure 3 shows a schematic

of the Grasp hardware con�guration. The workstation hardware generates the graphical image

and displays it on a high resolution monitor. A scan converter transforms the graphics displayed

on the monitor into a standard video resolution and format. The scan converter also mixes this

generated video signal with the video signal input from the camera via luminance keying. A 6-

DOF magnetic tracker, which is capable of sensing the three translational and the three rotational

degrees of freedom, provides the workstation with continually updated values for the position and

orientation of the tracked objects, including the video camera and the pointing device. A frame

grabber digitizes video images for processing within the computer during certain operations. The

software has been implemented using the C++ programming language. A schematic diagram of the

software architecture is shown in Figure 4.

5 Speci�cation and Alignment of Coordinate Spaces

In order to align the virtual and real objects seamlessly, we need very precise models of the user's

environment and how it is sensed. It is essential to calibrate sensors and display devices (i.e., to

determine their locations and optical properties), to register all objects and interaction devices in a

global coordinate system, and to track them while the user operates in the scene.

5.1 Calibration of Sensors and Video Equipment

During the initial setup, the camera characteristics, the location of the 6D tracker and the e�ects of

scan conversion and video mixingmust be determined. These procedures are referred to as the image,

camera, and tracking calibration [40]. We now describe several such techniques that mix computer

vision algorithms with varying amounts of model-based information and interactive input from the

user.

Image Calibration One of the essential steps of our AR system is the mixing of live video input

with synthetically generated geometric data. While the live input is captured as an analog video

signal by the camera system, the synthetic data is rendered digitally and then scan converted into

a video signal. In order to align the two signals, we need to determine the horizontal and vertical

positioning of the scan converted image with respect to the camera image, as well as the relationship

between the two aspect ratios.

We use a synthetic test image that has two markers in known positions to compute four distortion

parameters (2D translation and scaling). The test image is scan converted into a video signal.

For image calibration purposes, we redigitize it and determine the location of the markers in the

grabbed image. The discrepancy between the original location of the markers and their position in the

grabbed image determines the translational and scaling distortions induced by the scan converter.5

This interactive image calibration method asks the user to identify the two markers in the grabbed

image.

5 Distortion due to frame grabbing can be ignored since both the live signal and the synthetic signal pass

through this device[40].
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The Grasp system also provides an alternative, automatic routine to compute the distortion

parameters. Algorithmically, it is easier to �nd a large, homogeneously colored area in an image than

the thin lines of a marker. Accordingly, the automatic algorithm uses a di�erent test image which

contains one black square. It �nds the dark area, �ts four lines to its boundaries and thus determines

the corners of the square. Two of the corners su�ce to determine the distortion parameters of the

scan converter.

The comparison of the two approaches illustrates an important distinction between interactive

and automatic algorithms: while humans work best with sharp line patterns to provide precise

interactive input, automatic algorithms need to accomodate imprecision due to noise and digitization

e�ects and thus work better on thicker patterns. On the other hand, automatic algorithms can

determine geometric properties of extended areas more precisely than humans, such as the center,

an edge or a corner of an area. In conclusion, it is essential to the design of a system and to its use

in an application that visual calibration aides be chosen according to their intended use. This is a

recurring theme in our work.

Fig. 5. The camera calibration grid.

Camera Calibration Camera calibration is the process which calculates the extrinsic (position

and orientation) and intrinsic parameters (focal length, image center, and pixel size) of the camera.

We assume that the intrinsic parameters of the camera remain �xed during the augmented reality

session. The camera's extrinsic parameters may be tracked and updated.

To compute the camera's intrinsic and extrinsic parameters, we point the camera at a known

object in the scene, the calibration grid shown in �gure 5. The position of the grid and, in particular,

the position of the centers of the buttery markers on the grid are known within the 3D world



coordinate system. We use the mapping from these 3D object features to 2D image features to

calculate the current vantage point of the camera and its intrinsic image distortion properties. In

principle, each mapping from a 3D point to 2D image coordinates determines a ray in the scene

that aligns the object point with the focal point of the camera. According to the pinhole camera

model, several such rays from di�erent object points intersect at the focal point and thus uniquely

determine the pose of the camera, as well as its imaging properties. Accordingly, it is possible to

de�ne a linear system of equations with which we can compute the intrinsic and extrinsic camera

parameters using a mapping of object points to image points and minimizing measurement errors.

The details are described in [40].

The Grasp system provides an interactive camera calibration routine: A user indicates the center

of all buttery patterns with a mouse and labels them by typing the appropriate code name on the

keyboard.

We also use an automatic, computer vision-based camera calibration algorithm. As discussed

above, it is essential that the calibration pattern �t the strengths of the automatic algorithms. In

this approach, we use a calibration board that shows an arrangement of 4 � 2 black squares on a

white background. Processing the image at a coarse scale, we quickly determine the positions and

extents of black blobs in the image. By �tting rectangles to the blob outlines at �ner scales and

matching them left to right and top to bottom to the squares of the calibration board, we determine

the calibration parameters of the camera.

Magnetic Tracker Calibration Although we emphazise in this paper the use of computer vision

techniques for AR, we do not rely exclusively on optical information. Complementarily, we also

exploit magnetic tracking technology, as well as other interactive or model-based input. The tracking

system consists of a transmitter and several receivers (trackers) that can be attached to objects,

cameras and pointers in the scene. The tracking system automatically relates the 3D position and

orientation of each tracker to a tracking coordinate system in the transmitter box. It is the task of

the tracker calibration procedure to determine where the tracking coordinate system resides with

respect to the world coordinate system of the AR application. This is a critical issue that usually

does not arise in VR applications since such systems only need to track relative motion. Yet, the

absolute positioning and tracking of objects and devices within a real world coordinate frame is of

greatest importance in AR scenarios where reality is augmented with virtual information.

At the beginning of each session, we calibrate the magnetic tracking system, relating its local

coordinate system to the world coordinate system. This process is currently performed interactively,

using the same calibration grid as for camera calibration.We do this by determining the location of at

least three points on the calibration grid with magnetic trackers.6 Since these points are also known

in the world coordinate system, we can establish a system of linear equations, relating the tracked

coordinates to the world coordinates and thus determining the unknown position and orientation

parameters of the tracker [40].

5.2 Registration of Interaction Devices and Real Objects

In addition to the sensing devices that were calibrated in the previous section, scenes also contain

physical objects that the user wants to interact with using 3D interaction devices. Such objects and

gadgets need to be registered with respect to the world coordinate system.

6 using a calibrated pointer that is attached to one of the trackers { see section ??.



Fig. 6. 3D pointing device.

Pointer Registration Currently, we use the magnetic tracking system to register and track the

position of a 3D pointer in our system (see Figure 6).

For the pointer registration, we need to determine the position (o�set) of the tip of a pointer in

relationship to an attached magnetic tracker. Our procedure requires the user to point to the same

point in 3D space several times, using a di�erent orientation each time for a pointer that has been

attached to one of the trackers. For each pick, the position and the orientation of the tracker mark

within the tracker coordinate system are recorded. The result of this procedure is a set of points

and directions with the common property that the points are all the same distance from the single,

picked point in 3D space and all of the directions associated with the points are oriented toward

the picked point. From this information, we can compute six parameters de�ning the position and

orientation of the pointing device, using a least-squares approach to solve an overdetermined system

of linear equations.

Object Registration Object registration is the process of �nding the six parameters that de�ne the

3D position and orientation, i.e. pose, of an object relative to some known coordinatate system. This

step is necessary, even when tracking objects magnetically, in order to establish the 3D relationship

between a magnetic receiver and the object to which it is fastened.

We have studied two strategies for determining the 3D pose of an object [45]. The �rst is a

camera based approach, which relies on a calibrated camera to match 3D landmarks (\calibration

points") on the object to their to projection in the image plane. The second method uses the 3D

coordinates of the calibration points, as indicated manually using the 3D pointer with magnetic

tracking, in order to infer the 3D pose of the object.

There has been extensive research in pose determination in the computer vision literature [32, 24],

but most of these techniques apply to only limited classes of models and scenes. The focus of the

computer vision research is typically automation and recognition, features that are interesting, but

not essential to augmented vision. In our work, the locations of landmark points in the image are

found manually by a user with a mouse. We assume that the points are mapped from known locations

in 3-space to the image via a rigid 3D transformation and a projection.

We represent the orientation of the object as 3�3 rotation matrix, which creates a linear system

with 12 unknowns. Each point gives 2 equations, and 6 points are necessary for a unique solution. In

practice we assume noise in the input data and use an overdetermined system with a least squared

solution in order to get reliable results. However, because we use a 3�3 rotation matrix,R, and treat

each element as an independent parameter, this linear system does not guarantee an orthonormal



solutions for this matrix, and it can produce \non-rigid" rotation matrices. Such non-rigidities can

produce undesirable artifacts when these transformations are combined with others in the graphics

system.

Orthonormality is enforced adding an additional penality to the least-squared solution, (RRT
�

I)2. This creates a nonlinear optimization problem which we solve through gradient descent. The

gradient descent is initialized with the unconstrained (linear) solution, and constrained solutions are

typical found in 10-15 iterations.

(a) (b)

Fig. 7. Calibration and tracking an engine model: A wireframe engine model registered to a real model

engine using an image-based calibration (a), but when the model is turned and its movements tracked (b),

the graphics show the misalignment in the camera's z-direction.

Despite good pointwise alignment in the image plane, the image-based calibration can produce

signi�cant error in the depth term which is not seen in the reprojected solutions. For instance, in

the case of the engine model shown in Figure 7(a), the image-based approach can produce a rigid

transformation which matches landmark points in the image to within about 2 pixels. Yet the error

in the z-direction (distance from the camera) can be as much as 2-3 centimeters. This error becomes

evident as the object is turned as in Figure 7(b). We attribute this error primarily to error in the

camera calibration, and better camera models and calibration procedures are a topic of ongoing

research. Because of such error we have developed the procedure described in the next section for

calibrating objects with a 3D pointing device.

For this method we assume a pointing device which is capable of generating the world coordinates

of 3d positions in the real world. In our case the pointing device (which itself must already be

calibrated as in [1]) is a magnetic tracker attached to a wooden cone. This device has an accuracy

of about �1cm. Over half of this error is bias and transfers directly into object calibration error.

The problem here is to compute the rigid transformation between a set of 3D point pairs. Using

the 3D pointer and several keystrokes the user indicates the world coordinates (or some other known

coordinate system) of landmark points on the object. also gives rise to a linear system of 12 unknowns.

For a unique solution 4 points are needed, but in most cases we use more than 4 points and solve for

the least-squares error. As with the image-based object calibration, error in the measurements can

produce solutions that represent non-rigid transformations. Thus, the same nonlinear penalty term



can be introduced in order produce constrained solutions.

5.3 Tracking of Objects and Sensors

Calibration and registration refer to stationary aspects of a scene. In a general AR scenario, however,

we have to deal with wanted and unwanted dynamic scene changes. With tracking we denote the

ability of our system to cope with those dynamic scene changes. Thus, while the calculation of

the external camera parameters and of the pose of an object are the results of calibration and

registration, tracking can be regarded as a continous update of those parameters. We are currently

exploring and using two approaches to tracking, magnetic tracking, and optical tracking.

Magnetic Tracking As a magnetic tracking device we use the 6D tracker \Flock of Birds" from

Ascension Technology Corporation. Receivers are attached to the camera and each potential moving

object. These receivers sense the six degrees of freedom (three translational and three rotational)

with respect to a transmitter, whose location is being kept �xed in world coordinates.

Initially, we have relied exclusively on this magnetic technology since the trackers provide posi-

tional and orientational updates at nearly real-time speeds and operate well in a laboratory setup.

However, magnetic tracking is not practible in large scale, realistic setups, because the tracking data

can easily be corrupted by ferro-magnetic materials in the vicinity of the receiver and because the

trackers operate only in a limited range. Another drawback is the limited accuracy of the sensor

readings.

Optical Tracking Optical tracking methods are based on detecting and tracking certain features

in the image. These can be lines, corners or any other salient features, which are easy and reliable

to detect in the image and can uniquely be associated with features of the 3D world.

Our tracking approach currently uses the corners of squares attached to objects or walls (see

Figure 8) to track a moving camera. This scenario is relevant to many AR applications where a user

moves in the scene and thus continuously changes his (the camera's) viewpoint. We assume that a

model of the scene exists and that we are able to add \�ducial marks", such as black squares, to

the scene to aid the tracking process. The squares are registered in the 3D scene model. Thus, in

principle, the same camera calibration techniques described in section 5.1 can be used to determine,

at any point in time, the position of the camera in scene. Yet, during the tracking phase, we need to

pay particular attention to speed and robustness of the algorithms. To our advantage, we can exploit

time coherence of user actions: users move in continuous motions. We can bene�t from processing

results of previous images and from an adaptive model of the user motion to predict where the

tracked features will appear in the next frame. We thus do not need to perform the full camera

calibration procedure on every new incoming image.

It is well known that reasoning about three dimensional information from two dimensional images

is error prone and sensitive to noise, a fact which has to be taken into account in any image pro-

cessing method using real video data. In order to cope with this noise sensitivity we exploit physical

constraints of moving objects. Since we do not have any a priori knowledge about forces changing

the motion of the camera or the objects, we assume no forces (accelerations) and hence a constant

velocity. In this case a general motion can be decomposed in a constant translational velocity of the

center of mass of the object, and a rotation with constant angular velocity around an axis through

the center of mass (e.g. [19]). This constitutes our so-called motion model (see Figure 9). So we do



Fig. 8. Our optical tracking approach currently tracks the corners of squares. The left �gure shows a corner

of a room with eight squares. The right �gure shows the detected squares only.

not only measure (estimate) the position and orientation of the camera and moving objects | as

in the case of magnetic tracking | but also their change in time with respect to a stationary world

frame, i.e. their translational and angular velicity. This is also referred to as motion estimation.

The motion parameters (translational and angular velocity according to the motion model) are

estimated using time-recursive �ltering based on Kalman Filter techniques (e.g. [7, 17]), where the

unknown accelerations are successfully modelled as so-called process noise, in order to allow for

changes of the velocities. The time-recursive �ltering process enables smooth motions even in the

presence of noisy image measurements, and enables a prediction-measurement-update step for each

video frame. The prediction allows a reduction of the search space for features in the next video

image and hence speeds up the process.

A typical drawback of optical methods is based on the fact that we want to reason about three

dimensional information from two dimensional image measurements, which can lead to numerical

instabilities if not performed carefully. On the other hand there is the advantage of the image of

real objects being almost perfectly aligned with the rendered counterpart since the alignment error

can be minimized in the image. Optical tracking approaches can hence be very accurate. Another

advantage of optical tracking is that it is a nonintrusive approach, since it operates just on visual

information, and it is basically not limited to any spatial range. It is furthermore somehow natural

since it is the way most humans track objects7 and navigate within an environment.

6 Object Interaction

Realistic immersion of virtual objects into a real scene requires that the virtual objects behave in

physically plausible manners when they are manipulated, i.e: they occlude or are occluded by real

objects, they are not able to move through other objects, and they are shadowed or indirectly illumi-

nated by other objects while also casting shadows themselves. To enforce such physical interaction

constraints between real and virtual objects, the Augmented Reality system needs to have a very

detailed description of the physical scene.

7 Tracking objects in the context of active vision refers more to the goal of keeping an object in the fovea

instead of updating its pose in each frame.
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an axes through the center of mass of the objects, which is constant in the absence of any forces. (Xw; Yw; Zw)

denotes the world coordinate frame, and (Xc; Yc; Zc) denotes the camera coordinate frame.

6.1 Acquisition of 3D Scene Descriptions

The most straightforward approach to acquiring scene descriptions would suggest the use of geo-

metric models, e.g., CAD-data. Given such models, the AR system needs to align them with their

physical counterparts in the real scene, as described in section 5.2. The advantage of using such

models is that they can easily serve as starting points for accessing high-level, semantic information

about the objects, as is demonstrated in the mechanical repair application.

However, there are some problems with this approach. First, geometric models are not available

in all cases. For example, interior restoration of old buildings typically needs to operate without

CAD-data. Second, available models are not complete. Since models are abstractions of reality, real

physical objects typically show more detail than is represented in the models. In particular, generic

scene models cannot fully anticipate the occurrance of new objects, such as co�ee mugs on tables, cars

or cranes on construction sites, users' hands, or human collaborators. Furthermore, the system needs

to account for the changing appearances of existing objects, such as buildings under construction or

engines that are partially disassembled (see Figure 10). When users see such unmodeled objects in

the scene, they expect the virtual objects to interact with these new or changed objects as they do

with the rest of the (modeled) scene.

Computer vision techniques can be used to acquire additional information from the particular

scene under inspection. Although such information generally lacks semantic descriptions about the

scene and thus cannot be used directly to augment reality with higher-level information, such as

the electric wiring within a wall, it provides the essential environmental context for the realistic



Fig. 10. Modi�ed Engine. The fact that the user has removed the air cleaner is not yet detected by the AR

system. The virtual model thus does not align with its real position.

immersion of virtual objects into the scene. Thus, we expect future AR systems to use hybrid

solutions, using model data to provide the necessary high-level understanding of the objects that are

most relevant to the tasks performed, and enriching the models with automatically acquired further

information about the scene.

We are thus investigating how state-of-the-art image understanding techniques can be used in

AR applications. One particular paradigm in computer vision, shape extraction, determines depth

information as so-called 21
2
-D sketches from images. These are not full 3D descriptions of the scene

but rather provide distance (depth) estimates, with respect to the camera, for some or all pixels in

an image. Ongoing research develops techniques to determine object shape from stereo images, from

motion sequences, from object shading, from shadow casting, from highlights and gloss, and more.

It is important to consider whether and how such algorithms can be used continously, i.e., while

the user is working in the scene. Alternatively, the algorithms could be used during the initial setup

phase, gathering 3D scene information once and compiling a rough sketch of the scene that then

needs to be updated with other techniques during the AR session. Yet other options involve the use

of other sensing modalities besides cameras, such as laser range scanners or sonar sensors.

This section discusses two approaches under investigation at ECRC.

Dense shape estimates from stereo data Stereo is a classical method of building three-dimensional

shape from visual cues. It uses two calibrated cameras with two images of the scene from di�erent

vantage points. Using stereo triangulation, the 3D location of dominant object features that are seen

in both images can be determined: if the same point on an object is seen in both images, rays cast

from the focal points of both cameras through the feature positions in the images intersect in 3D

space, determining the distance of the object point from the cameras.

Shape from stereo has been studied extensively in the computer vision literature. The choice of

image feature detection algorithms and of feature matching algorithms between images is of critical

importance. Depending on the type of methods and algorithms one uses, shape from stereo may

result in sparse depth maps or dense depth maps. For our research, the goal is to use the computed

3D shape information in the AR applications. In most if not all such scenarios, the availability of

dense maps are needed. Therefore, we have taken an existing algorithm [44] to compute a dense



depth map which then is used in the AR context. The camera geometry is obtained by calibrating

both cameras independently using one of the camera calibration methods described in section 5.1.

The details of the stereo algorithm are given in the paper [44]. In summary, the heart of the

algorithm lies in the computation of the disparity map (du; dv) which describes the distance between

matched points in both images. This is accomplished by computing matches between four kinds

of image features derived from the original images: smoothed intensity images, edge magnitudes,

positive corners, and negative corners. The positive and negative corners separate the contrast

direction at a corner. Distinguishing between these four feature types improves the matching results

by preventing that incompatible image features are matched between the images, such as positive

and negative corners.

The overall algorithm iteratively determines the (locally) best match between the image features

that have been computed in both images. Starting with an initial hypothetical match, the matches

are iteratively changed and improved, minimizing an energy function which integrates { over the

entire image { the inuence of several error terms related to the quality of the edge matches between

the left and right image, as well as a smoothness term which ensures that the recovered surface is

not exceedingly rough and noisy.

Figure 11 shows a pair of stereo images. The disparity maps computed from these images are

shown in Figure 12 and the depth map is shown in Figure 13(a). Finally, Figure 13(b) shows how

the computed depth map is used to occlude three virtual oating cubes.

(a) (b)

Fig. 11. An example pair of stereo images: (a) Left image and (b) Right image.

Shape from shading Complementary to geometric shape extraction methods, several approaches

exist to also exploit the photometric reection properties of objects. An image of a smooth object

with uniform surface reectance properties exhibits smooth variations in the intensity of the reected

light referred to as shading. This information is used by human and other natural vision systems to

determine the shape of the object. The goal in shape from shading is to replicate this process to the

point of being able to design an algorithm that will automatically determine the shape of a smooth

object from its image [27].



(a) (b)

Fig. 12. The disparities computed on the stereo pair in Figure 11. (a) disparities in rows (du) and (b)

disparities in columns (dv). The brighter points have larger disparities.

(a) (b)

Fig. 13. (a) The computed depth map from the pair of images in Figure 11. The brighter points are farther

away from the camera. (b) The computed depth map in (a) is used to occlude virtual objects (in this case

three oating cubes) which have been added in the scene.

This shape information can be used in a number of application areas where knowledge of the

spatial characteristics in a scene is important. In particular, shape from shading information can �ll

the gaps in sparse depth maps that are left by geometry-based shape extraction methods. Geometric

extraction works best on highly textured objects where many features can be matched between

images. Shape from shading, on the other hand, can propagate shape information into homogeneous

areas.

At ECRC we are investigating how the second derivative, or hessian, of a smooth object surface

can be determined directly from shading information. The method of characteristic strips which is

often used for calculating shape from shading [26], is set in the framework of modern di�erential

geometry. We extend this method to compute the second derivative of the objects surface, indepen-

dently from the standard surface orientation calculation. This independently derived information



can be used to help classify critical points, verify assumptions about the reectance function and

identify e�ectively impossible images [21].

6.2 Mixing of Real and Virtual Worlds

Once appropriate scene descriptions have been obtained interactively or automatically, they form

the basis for mixing real and virtual worlds. Since the mixing must be performed at interactive

rates, great emphasis has to be placed on e�ciency. Depending on the representation of the scene

descriptions, di�erent options can be pursued.

If the scene description is available as a geometric model, we can hand the combined list of real

and virtual models to the geometric renderer which will then compute the interactions between real

and virtual objects for us. By rendering models of real objects in black, we can use the luminance

keying feature of the video mixer to substitute the respective area with live video data. As a result,

the user sees a picture on the monitor that blends virtual objects with live video, while respecting

3D occlusion relationships between real and virtual objects.

This is a straightforward approach in applications where geometric, polygonal scene descriptions

are available. If the descriptions are computed as depth maps, as described in section 6.1, the depth

maps still need to be converted into a geometric representation, by tesselating and decimating the

data [38, 41].

Alternatively, we can side-step the tesselation and rerendering phases for real objects by initial-

izing the Z-bu�er of the graphics hardware with the depth map [46]. Occlusion of the virtual objects

is then performed automatically. When the virtual object is rendered, pixels that are further away

from the camera than the Z values in the depth map are not drawn. By setting the background

color to black, the real objects present in the original video are displayed in these unmodi�ed pixels.

Figure 13(a) presents three virtual cubes occluded by a wooden stand with an engine and occluding

the other objects in a real room, using the depth-based approach.

These approaches have advantages and disadvantages, depending on the application. Full 3D

geometric models are best for real-time movement of cameras. Polygonal approximations to depth

maps can be used over a certain range of camera positions8 since the synthesized scene model is

rerendered when the camera moves. Copying the depth maps directly into the Z-bu�er is the hardest

approach: the map needs to be recomputed after each camera motion because the new projective

transformation \shifts" all depth values in the depth map. Thus, this approach only works with

stationary cameras or with shape extraction algorithms that perform at interactive speeds.

On the other hand, the geometric modeling approach su�ers from an inherent dependence on

scene complexity. If the scene needs to be represented by a very large polygonal model, the rendering

technology may not be able to process it in real time. In contrast, the size of a depth map does

not depend on scene complexity. Which approach to use in an application depends on the overall

requirements and the system design.

8 Depth maps, by their very nature, do not provide full 3D information since large parts of the scene { e.g.,

the back faces of objects { are not seen by a single view. Derived polygonal models su�er from the same

incompleteness. Large camera motions uncover previously unseen areas of the scene and thus need new

descriptions.



7 Collaborative Use of AR

So far we were discussing techniques and solutions that make AR \work" for the single user. Object

modeling, object interaction, realistic display and immersive interfaces all serve to present the user

with a consistent and coherent world of real and virtual objects.

When we consider the application scenarios described above we are reminded of the fact that

in any virtual or real environment it appears natural to encounter other persons and to interact

with them. Virtual environments are a promising platform for research in the CSCW area, and

distributed multi-user interfaces are a challenge for many VE systems (eg. the e�orts related to

the VRML proposal [9] At ECRC, and in the context of the Grasp system, we are interested

in the problem and the paradigms of distributed AR. We are investigating solutions in the area

of distributed computing and experiment with system architectures for collaborative interfaces to

shared virtual worlds.

7.1 Architecture for shared AR

Each system supporting multi-user virtual environments can be characterized by the degree or type

of concurrency, distribution, and replication in the system architecture [13]. Sharing between users

has to be based on separability in the user interface: we call the database of shared logical objects

the \model", and create \views" as a speci�c interpretation of the model in each interface. The need

for rapid feedback in the user interface makes a replicated architecture attractive for AR. This in

turn leads to object-level sharing where each user can view and manipulate objects independently. It

is necessary to manage the shared information so that simultaneous and conicting updates do not

lead to inconsistent interfaces. This is guaranteed by the distribution component in our applications.

The model replication and distribution support allow the user interfaces of one application to

execute as di�erent processes on di�erent host computers. Grasp interfaces are not multi-threaded,

so the degree of distribution corresponds to the degree of concurrency in the system. The resulting

architecture was implemented and successfully used in the interior design demonstration.

7.2 Providing distribution

The replicated architecture is directly supported by the Forecast library of the Grasp system.

Based on a message bus abstraction, Forecast provides an easy, reliable, and dynamic approach to

constructing distributed AR applications.

Central to this support is a one-to-many reliable communication facility which can be described

as a distributed extension of a hardware system bus. Components, situated on di�erent machines,

can dynamically connect to the same distributed bus and send and receive messages over it. This

analogy has been used before for group communication or broadcast systems and its messaging and

selection capability are common to systems such as Linda and Sun's ToolTalk [39].

The Forecast message bus implements a one-to-many FIFO (�rst in �rst out) multi-cast transport

protocol. A special sequencer process is used to impose a unique global ordering on messages. In

the simpler form of the protocol, nodes that wish to broadcast send their message to the sequencer

which then uses the one-to-many reliable protocol to disseminate the message. A unique global order

is imposed on the message streams since all messages pass through the sequencer. Nodes can detect

how their messages were scheduled by listening to the global message stream. The protocol is similar



to the Amoeba reliable multi-cast protocol [29], except that it uses reliable bu�ered transmission

between nodes and the sequencer node at the expense of extra acknowledgments.

We choose the message bus abstraction because it provides location, invocation and replication

transparency for applications [3] which makes the programming of these applications easier. Grasp

programmers are familiar with the concept of multiple local views and events, both of which we have

extended to our distributed setting.

The Forecast message bus is used within our two collaborative AR demonstrators to implement

model replication, direct interaction between components (e.g., to send pointer tracking information

to remote participants), and also using generic functions like oor control and locking, state transfer,

shared manipulators, video transmission (based on the MBONE audio and video library [33]), and

synchronization between video and tracking events (using RTP style time-stamps).

8 Discussion

Using Augmented Reality in realistic applications requires the computer to be very well informed

about the 3D world in which users perform their tasks. To this e�ect, AR systems use various

di�erent approaches to obtain, register and track object and scene models. Of particular importance

are di�erent sensing devices, such as cameras or magnetic trackers. They provide the essential real-

time link between the computer's internal, \virtual" understanding of the world and reality. All such

sensors need to be calibrated carefully so that the incoming information is in alignment with the

physical world.

Sensor input is not used to its full potential in current AR systems { due to real-time constraints,

as well as due to the lack of algorithms that interpret signals or combine information from several

sensors. Research �elds such as computer vision, signal processing, pattern recognition, speech pro-

cessing, etc. have investigated such topics for some time. Some algorithms are maturing so that {

considering the projected annual increases in computer speed { it should soon become feasible to

consider their use in AR applications. In particular, many applications operate under simpli�ed (en-

gineered) conditions so that scene understanding becomes an easier task than the general Computer

Vision Problem (see, for example [34]).

At ECRC, we operate at this borderline between computer vision and AR, injecting as much

automation into the process as feasible while using an engineering approach towards simplifying the

tasks of the algorithms. In this respect, we emphasize the hybrid use of various di�erent techniques,

including interactive user input where convenient, as well as other sensing modalities (magnetic

trackers). This paper has shown how we have developed and explored di�erent techniques to address

some of the important AR issues. Our pragmatic approach has allowed us to build several realistic

demonstrations. Conversely, these applications inuence our research focus, indicating clearly the

discrepancy between the state of the art and what is needed. Tradeo�s between automation and

assistance need to be further explored. User interaction should be reserved as much as possible to

the high-level control of the scene and its augmentation with synthetic information frommulti-media

data bases. More sensing modalities need to be explored which will allow the user to interact with

the computer via more channels, such as gesture and sound. Experimentation with head-mounted,

see-through displays is crucial as well { especially in regard to the question whether and how the

AR system can obtain optical input similar to what the user sees so that computer vision techniques

can still be used. The foremost concern, however, remains the provision of fast, real-time interaction

capabilities with real and virtual objects integrated seamlessly in an augmented world. To this end,



the accurate modeling, tracking and prediction of user or camera motion is essential.

A related research directions leads us to investigate the collaborative use of Augmented Reality.

As reported in this paper, we have developed a distributed infrastructure so that all our demonstra-

tions can operate in a collaborative setting. We consider the collaborative use of AR technology to

be a key interaction paradigm in the emerging global information society. The highly interactive,

visual nature of AR imposes hard requirements on the distributed infrastructure, and demands the

development of appropriate collaboration styles. We are currently investing various approaches to

address such issues.

Augmented Reality, especially in a collaborative setting, has the potential to provide much easier

and more e�cient use of human and computer skills by merging the best capabilities of both.

Considering the rapid research progress in this �eld, we expect futuristic scenarios like collaborative

interior design, or joint maintainance and repair of complex mechanical devices to soon become

reality for the professional user.
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